Plugin Subscript

Use this wiki plugin to render characters as subscript text (slightly below the regular line of text and smaller). It is the equivalent of using `<sub></sub>` tags in HTML.

Parameters

Apply subscript font to text

*Introduced in Tiki 1.*

Go to the source code

*Preferences required: wikiplugin_sub*

### Parameters

* (body of plugin) - text

*no parameters*

### Examples

**Basic Example**

*This code,*

This is regular text{SUB()} and this is subscript text{SUB}

*Produces:*

This is regular text and this is subscript

**Example with Formatted Subscript**

*This code,*

This is regular text{SUB()}" and this is italic subscript"{SUB}

*Produces:*

This is regular text and this is italic subscript

### Related pages

- [PluginSup](#) - applies superscript formatting to text